UNITED STATES ARMY

25 MAR 76

RAUZEX W RULNEA A1533 0852254=UUUU=RUWMTA;
ENR UUWW
NO DATE
MAR 76
FM ARNG CAC EDGWOOD MD //CAC=ANV=L//
TO AIG 7401
INFO RUSEPMA/CGB WASH DC //NGB=ARLAA//
PR 241698 MAR 76
FM CADSAPCAR STL MO //DRS=AV=FEU//
TO AIG 8561
INFO 9204
ODR USAFPA FT WORTH TX //SAYRE=3//
ODR USAA VMC FT RUCKER AL
ODR USAFABDM HUNTSVILLE AL
BT
UNCLAS
NOTE CLN THIS IS A MAINTENANCE ADVISORY MESSAGE AND HAS NOT;
REPEAT HAS NOT BEEN TRANSMITTED TO UNITS SUBORDINATE TO ADDRESSEE.
ADDRESSEES SHOULD IMMEDIATELY RETRANSMIT THIS MESSAGE TO ALL SUB-
ORDINATE UNITS, ACTIVITIES OR ELEMENTS AFFECTED OR CONCERNED THE
RETRANSMITTAL SHALL REFERENCE THIS MESSAGE.
BJ CLN MAINTENANCE ADVISORY MESSAGE UH-46/N MODEL: MAIN
ROTOR BLADES (DH=1-76-37)

PAGE 2 RULNEA A1533 UNCLAS

A, AVSCOM MSG 192056Z JAN 76 SUBJECT: SAFETY OF FLIGHT MESSAGE
ONE TIME INSPECTION FOR UH-46/N MODEL: MAIN ROTOR BLADES
TD 55-1232-21B-76-2 (UH-46 76-3)
1) PURPOSE OF MESSAGE CLN THIS MESSAGE PROVIDES STATUS OF THE
FINDINGS OF THE ABOVE REFERENCED ONE TIME INSPECTION.
THE REFERENCED MESSAGE PROVIDED INSTRUCTIONS FOR LOCATING,
REPORTING AND DISPOSING OF TEN (10) POTENTIALLY DESTRUCTIVE MAIN
ROTOR BLADES.
2) AS OF THE TENTH OF MARCH SEVEN (7) OF THESE BLADES HAVE BEEN
FOUND AND REMOVED FROM SERVICE; SIX OF THE BLADES WERE FOUND IN
VARIOUS AREAS IN CONUS; ONES ON BLADE WAS LOCATED IN HAWAII; THIS
INDICATES A RANDOM DISTRIBUTION.
3) THIS MESSAGE REITERATES OUR CONCERN OF FINDING ALL OF THE
POTENTIALLY DESTRUCTIVE BLADES; WHILE IT IS A POSSIBILITY THAT
REPORTING DIFFICULTIES COULD BE THE EXPLANATION FOR THE ABSENCE
ABOUTS OF THE THREE MISSING BLADES; IT NEVERTHELESS BEHAVES
COMMANDERS AT ALL LEVELS TO MAKE A DETERMINED EFFORT TO ASSURE
THAT ONE OR MORE OF THE MISSING BLADES IS NOT UNDER HIS
CONCERN AND THAT IN A SERVICEABLE OR UNSERVICEABLE CONDITION.
WE REQUEST THAT ALL COMMANDERS ENSURE THAT AN EXHAUSTIVE
REPORT IS SUBMITTED TO THE NEXT HOI LEVEL OF MANAGEMENT.
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